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QUESTION 1

What are two considerations for deciding to use a roll-up summary field? Choose 2 answer\\'s partner. 

A. Roll-up summary can be performed on formula fields, but if their formula contains an #Error result, it may affect the
summary value. 

B. Roll-up summary fields do not cause validation rules on the parent object unless that object is edited separately. 

C. Roll-up cannot be performed on formula fields. 

D. Roll-up cannot be performed on formula fields that use cross-object references or on-the-fly calculations such as
NOW(). 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer wants to display all of the picklist entries for the Opportunity StageName field and all of the available record
types for the Opportunity object on a Visualforce page. Which two actions should the developer perform to get the
available picklist values and record types in the controller? Choose 2 answers. 

A. Use Schema.RecordTypeInfo returned by RecordType.SObjectType.getDescribe ().getRecordTypeInfos(). 

B. Use Schema.PicklistEntry returned by Opportunity.SObjectType.getDescribe().getPicklistValues(). 

C. Use Schema.PicklistEntry returned by Opportunity.StageName.getDescribe().getPicklistValues(). 

D. Use Schema.RecordTypeInfo returned by Opportunity.SObjectType.getDescribe().getRecordTypeInfos (). 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which feature allows a developer to create test records for use in test classes? 

A. Static resources 

B. Documents 

C. Httpcalloutmocks 

D. Webservicetests 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers stores the availability date on each Line Item of an Order and Orders are only shipped when all of



the Line Items are avaible. Which method should be used to calculate the estimated ship date for an Order? 

A. Use a CEILING formula on each of the Latest availability date fields. 

B. Use a DAYS formula on each of the availability date fields and a COUNT Roll-Up Summary field on the Order. 

C. Use a LATEST formula on each of the latest availability date fields. 

D. Use a Max Roll-Up Summary field on the Latest availability date fields. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about using the @testSetup annotation in an Apex test class? (Choose two.) 

A. The @testSetup annotation cannot be used when the @isTest(SeeAllData=True) annotation is used. 

B. Test data is inserted once for all test methods in a class. 

C. Records created in the @testSetup method cannot be updates in individual test methods. 

D. The @testSetup method is automatically executed before each test method in the test class is executed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

The operation manager at a construction company uses a custom object called Machinery to manage the usage and
maintenance of its cranes and other machinery. The manager wants to be able to assign machinery to different
constructions jobs, and track the dates and costs associated with each job. More than one piece of machinery can be
assigned to one construction job. 

What should a developer do to meet these requirements? 

A. Create a lookup field on the Construction Job object to the Machinery object. 

B. Create a lookup field on the Machinery object to the Construction Job object. 

C. Create a junction object with Master-Detail Relationship to both the Machinery object and the Construction Job
object. 

D. Create a Master-Detail Lookup on the Machinery object to the Construction Job object. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer creates an Apex class that includes private methods. What can the developer do to ensure that the private
methods can be accessed by the test class? 



A. Add the TestVisible attribute to the Apex class 

B. Add the SeeAllData attribute to the test methods. 

C. Add the TestVisible attribute to the apex methods. 

D. Add the SeeAllData attribute to the test class 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

What are two characteristics of partial copy sandboxes versus full sandboxes? Choose 2 answers 

A. Includes a subset of metadata 

B. Requires a sandbox template 

C. Supports more frequent refreshes 

D. Provides more data record storage 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

A developer tasked with creating a schema to track Movies, Actors, and contracts. A single movie can have many
contracts and a single actor can have many contracts. Each contract is owned and actively managed by a single user.
Which schema should be created to enable user to easily manage the contract they own; without requiring access to the
movie or the actor records? 

A. A master detail relationship to the movie object and a lookup relationship to the actor object 

B. A lookup relationship to the movie object and a lookup relationship to the actor object 

C. A lookup relationship to the movie object and a master detail relationship to the actor object 

D. A master detail relationship to the movie object and a master detail relationship to the actor object 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An after trigger on the account object performs a DML update operation on all of the child opportunities of an account.
There are no active triggers on the opportunity object, yet a "maximum trigger depth exceeded" error occurs in certain
situation. Which two reasons possibly explain the account trigger firing recursively? choose 2 answers 

A. Changes are being made to the account during criteria based sharing evaluation 

B. Changes are being made to the account during an unrelated parallel save operation 



C. Changes to opportunities are causing cross-object workflow field updates to be made on the account 

D. Changes to opportunities are causing roll-up summary fields to update on the account 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement is true about a hierarchical relationship as it pertains to user records? 

A. It uses a junction object and lookup relationships to allow many user records to be related to many other user
records 

B. It uses a junction object and master-detail relationship to allow many user records to be related to many other user
records 

C. It uses a master-detail relationship to allow one user record to be related to another user record 

D. It uses a special lookup relationship to allow one user record to be related to another user record 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

How can a developer avoid exceeding governor limits when using an Apex Trigger?choose 2 answers 

A. By using a helper class that can be invoked from multiple triggers. 

B. By using the Database class to handle DML transactions. 

C. By using Maps to hold data from query results. 

D. By performing DML transactions on lists of SObjects. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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